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Abstract

In image-guided percutaneous interventions, a precise planning of the needle path is a key factor to a successful intervention. In this paper we
propose a novel method for computing a patient-specific optimal path for such interventions, accounting for both the deformation of the needle
and soft tissues due to the insertion of the needle in the body. To achieve this objective, we propose an optimization method for estimating
preoperatively a curved trajectory allowing to reach a target even in the case of tissue motion and needle bending. Needle insertions are simulated
and regarded as evaluations of the objective function by the iterative planning process. In order to test the planning algorithm, it is coupled with
a fast needle insertion simulation involving a flexible needle model and soft tissue finite element modeling, and experimented on the use-case of
thermal ablation of liver tumors. Our algorithm has been successfully tested on twelve datasets of patient-specific geometries. Fast convergence
to the actual optimal solution has been shown. This method is designed to be adapted to a wide range of percutaneous interventions.

© 2015 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
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1. Introduction

Today, percutaneous procedures have become a common al-
ternative to open surgery, particularly for the treatment of ab-
dominal tumors. However, the preoperative planning, that aims
at determining a secure and efficient needle path before the in-
tervention, remains one of the main challenges of this therapy.

Computer assistance for the preoperative planning of this
kind of surgery remains limited. Even if nowadays the visual-
ization can be enhanced by volume rendering or 3D reconstruc-
tion based on CT (Computerized Tomography) or MRI (Mag-
netic Resonance Imaging) data acquired preoperatively, the sur-
geon still has to choose a needle path by mentally assessing
possible trajectories inside the anatomy.
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Nonetheless, the planning based on the static preoperative
data does not take into account the deformations of the tissue
which can significantly impact the accuracy and relevance of
the planned trajectory, since both the target lesions and the ob-
stacles such as vessels can move (see Fig. 1). In the case of the
abdominal organs, there are two sources of deformations: the
interaction between the needle and the tissue and the respira-
tory motion.

In Section 2, we present the motivations for this work as well
as modeling hypotheses. After presenting the related works in
Section 3, we detail in Section 4 the new algorithm Haystack
(HST) that we propose to include a simulation of the defor-
mations due to needle insertion within the automatic trajectory
planning process, and the deformable models we used. In Sec-
tion 5, we report the evaluation of Haystack in the context of
hepatic radiofrequency ablation, with an assessment using 12
datasets of patient-specific geometries. We present a compar-
ison between our algorithm and two reference algorithms (ex-
haustive method and Nelder-Mead downhill simplex method)
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to evaluate the efficiency and accuracy of Haystack. The paper
ends with a discussion on the results and the benefit of consider-
ing the possible deformations preoperatively, and a conclusion.

2. Motivations and problem statement

In [1], the survey of the experiments aiming at quantifying
phenomena related to the needle–tissue interaction reports that
forces applied to the tissue due to the interaction with the needle
can exceed 1 N. For example, Hing et al. [2] present force pro-
files observed during 45 insertions of a brachytherapy needle
into a porcine liver: cutting and friction forces of 1.5 N have
been measured. At the same time, the liver is a highly de-
formable object with low stiffness as shown by [3, 4]). There-
fore, the forces applied due to the interaction with the needle
result in important deformations, mainly in the areas close to
the needle trajectory. While these deformations are ignored by
previous planning algorithms [5, 6, 7], they are usually consid-
ered an important issue that must be addressed directly during
the intraoperative needle control and navigation. Some works
describe different techniques to mitigate the impact of the nee-
dle interaction: for example Mahvash et al. propose increasing
the insertion velocity to minimize the tissue deformation mainly
during the puncture of the organ surface [8], while Kobayashi
introduces an intelligent robotic manipulator driven by an imag-
ing modality capturing the actual deformation of the tissue [9].

As for the deformations due to the respiratory motion, Rohlf-
ing et al. quantify the motion of liver due to breathing [10]: af-
ter removing the rigid-motion component, a mean residual de-
formation of 10 mm has been reported. Nevertheless, in clinical
routine, the needle insertion is done under shallow (i. e. quiet)
breathing; in this case, Korin reports deformations which do
not exceed 3 mm [11]. Similar observations are reported in [12]
where gating techniques are considered. Finally, it can also be
supposed that the inserted needle plays a role of an additional
mechanical constraint further reducing the respiration-induced
displacement of the internal structures of the organ.

In this work, we do not consider any deformation due to the
breathing for two reasons: first, as described in the literature
dealing with experimental assessment, the “periodical” com-
ponent of the respiratory motion can be significantly reduced.
Second, the “irregular” motions for example due to coughing
cannot be taken into account preoperatively and must be ad-
dressed intraoperatively. In the general case, optimal needle
placement can be achieved by a combination of accurate pre-
operative planning and intraoperative control. While there is
still need for advanced intraoperative navigation and control,
we show that by modeling the needle–tissue interactions and
deformation we can improve the preoperative planning, thus re-
ducing requirements for intraoperative control.

The objective is to demonstrate the feasibility of including
simulations of deformations in an automatic preoperative plan-
ning algorithm in a reasonable time and with an acceptable ac-
curacy.

We emphasize that an important aspect of this work is that
it is generic. Firstly, the planning method we present here can

be applied to an arbitrary percutaneous procedure involving de-
formable tissues such as liver, spleen, or kidney tissues. Sec-
ondly, we employ a simulation engine to demonstrate the ro-
bustness of the planning algorithm, but it could be replaced with
any other similar simulator.

3. Related works and contributions

Much significant work has been performed in both fields:
that of the preoperative planning of needle path (more partic-
ularly for percutaneous thermal ablations), and the flexible nee-
dle insertion in soft tissues.

As for the preoperative trajectory planning, most of the works
in the literature relate to percutaneous thermal ablations and
address the issue of optimizing the volume of the ablated tis-
sue, i.e. destroying all the tumor while preserving most of
the healthy tissue. Some authors approximate the ablation vol-
ume by ellipsoids: Butz [13] uses Powell’s optimization algo-
rithm to improve the placement of a manually positioned nee-
dle. Other works focus on the accurate estimation of the abla-
tion volume: Altrogge [14], Chen [15], and Haase [16] simu-
late heat propagation in the tissues using finite element methods
but without considering the feasibility and safety of the path it-
self. Wang [17] proposes a mathematical model based on geo-
metric optimization to optimize the needle puncture placements
and the ablation frequencies for treating large liver tumors with
multiple needles. However, none of these methods accounts
for any other surgical constraint in their path planning. For in-
stance, the avoidance of certain surrounding anatomical struc-
tures that must not be damaged by the needle during the inser-
tion, or the inclusion of a portion of healthy liver in the trajec-
tory for a better cauterization are also important aspects of the
planning to ensure the safety of the procedure. These aspects
have been less studied in terms of computer-assisted path plan-
ning. The automatic method proposed by Seitel et al. [18] is
capable of finding the best compromise between multiple clin-
ical criteria. The optimization is computed on polygonal sur-
faces of patient models. In a similar way, Schumann [19] has
investigated a fast automatic path proposal directly based on
segmentation masks. Other works propose non-automatic (in-
teractive) path planning: a user interface that helps the surgeon
to define his intervention path manually has been introduced
by März [20], and Seitel et al. [18] from the same group have
also proposed a manual planning interface. Another work im-
plemented by Stoll [5] and derived from radiotherapy planning
methods combines automatic and interactive planning. Since
2003, we have proposed an approach [6, 7, 21] of preoperative
planning based on a geometric solver using the Nelder Mead
optimization algorithm to automatically find a trajectory (in-
sertion point, angle and depth) optimizing an ellipsoid repre-
senting the ablation volume. This method also takes into ac-
count multiple other surgical rules to provide a safe and effi-
cient plan. Like Seitel et al., our approach has been developed
under the form of a fully operational software with a GUI of-
fering the possibility to browse a number of candidate optimal
trajectories. Both works are quite close and differ mostly on the
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1. (a) Trajectory (insertion point and angle, represented by the green arrow) planned within a static scene may actually lead to a deformed needle path (dotted
line) that deviates from its ideal straight path because of the deformability of the tissues and needle itself. It can hit an obstacle or even (b) miss the target. (c)
insertion point and angle able to anticipate the deformations of the needle and organs, to reach the target in optimal conditions.

optimization algorithm and the interaction and display philos-
ophy. Another strength of our approach is also its generality,
which allows to use our solver for other surgical tool placement
problems [22]: for instance, it has been adapted and tested for
a neurosurgery procedure [23].

Nevertheless, all the above mentioned work assume that both
the tissues and needle are static, which is a significant oversim-
plification given the highly deformable environment and cur-
rently used needles.

Needle insertion planning in deformable environments has
been studied by DiMaio [24] using potential fields attraction to
the goal and repulsion from obstacles. Flexible needles have
been considered by Park in [25] where a method of stochas-
tic planning is introduced. In [26], Alterovitz has proposed
a method of planning of flexible needle insertion in a two-
dimensional environment with obstacles. Since uncertainty is
added in each step of the needle insertion, the planning is re-
garded as a Markov decision process. Both needle insertion
planning and control are studied in [27]: the tissue is repre-
sented by a highly-deformable 2D elastic model. However,
to the best of our knowledge, an optimization-based planning
method for flexible needles in soft tissue models, and in three-
dimensions has yet to be proposed. In [28], Misra has presented
a detailed study of flexible needles showing a complex model
of the needle based on the Timoshenko formulation. However,
possibly large deformation of the surrounding tissue is not con-
sidered. A physically-based model for both the surrounding
tissue and flexible needle is employed by Duriez in [29] where
both components are modelled with Finite Elements Method
(FEM) and by Goksel in [30] where the needle is simulated with
angular springs. Nevertheless, neither of these works employ
the physical model of needle and tissue in the context of needle
trajectory planning. Recently, preliminary results of needle in-
sertion planning in prostate phantoms are available in [31]: the
accuracy of needle insertion simulation is evaluated experimen-
tally. Nevertheless, the model is not employed in the patient-
specific scenario.

The main contribution of this paper is an optimization-based
preoperative planning algorithm for percutaneous procedures:

unlike other approaches, it accounts for non-straight trajectories
occurring due to the flexibility of the needle and deformability
of the punctured tissues, and computes an insertion point and
angle that mark the origin of an optimal insertion trajectory in-
side the organ undergoing an elastic deformation. It extends an
existing geometric solver dedicated to finding the optimal paths
using static preoperative images [6, 7]. The planning algorithm
is coupled with a biomechanical simulation engine [32] which,
for a given location and orientation of the needle entry point,
computes the deformation of the soft tissues and needle during
the insertion process. The simulation engine we use employs
constraint-based finite element (FE) elastic formulation which
can be parametrized by patient-specific data. The biomechani-
cal simulator is used to model possible deformations as a result
of puncture, cutting and friction between the needle and the tis-
sue, on a patient-specific geometry, with generic values of the
mechanical parameters as reported in the literature. The simu-
lated insertion can be regarded as an evaluation of the objective
function optimized by the iterative planning process. The new
optimization algorithm in deformable environment and the de-
formable models are detailed in the next section.

4. Methods

4.1. Trajectory planning: definitions and initial algorithm
First, let us recall briefly in this section the approach we have

previously developed for computing preoperatively an optimal
needle placement in static conditions. We start with a few defi-
nitions and explain the main principle of the planning algorithm
we use, which is described in more detail in [7], and represented
by the blue part of the pipeline in Fig.2.

In this paper, we give the term planning to the automatic def-
inition of optimal insertion settings (IS ) for the needle before
the intervention which are a triplet composed of an insertion
point P represented by a vector of coordinates x, a direction
v represented by a pair of angles (α, β), and a depth d. These
parameters constitute the strategy the surgeon determines pre-
operatively during the planning phase, to use as starting indica-
tions to insert the needle towards the target. A trajectory T is
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1. Computation of 
the solution space 

2. Intialization of 
the optimization

3. Optimization
insertion zone

connected comp.,
initial points

optimal insertion
settings (static)

optimal insertion
settings (deformable)4. Haystack

Static conditions Deformable conditions

Planning pipeline

Figure 2. The different phases of planning in the static case: Phase 1 the insertion zone I (black) is delineated; Phase 2, the color map shows the best locations of I
in blue, medium in a gradient from green to orange, and worst in red, and two connected components CC1 and CC2 (blue and pink) are delineated on I representing
the most interesting areas; Phase 3, an optimal IS is computed for each CCk and is represented as a red cylinder (here we can see the optimal IS for the pink
connected component).

then defined by the geometry of the needle inside the body after
its insertion when following a given set IS .

In static condition, where both the tissues and needle are as-
sumed to be static, the trajectory is supposed to be straight and
follow exactly the insertion direction v from the insertion point
P. In this case, d can be easily deduced after P and v are se-
lected. If the objective is simply to reach the center of the target,
for instance for biopsy, d can be computed as the distance be-
tween P and the center of mass of the target. In more complex
procedures, such as thermal ablations of tumors, d can be cho-
sen as the depth minimizing the volume of damaged healthy
tissue while still ensuring a full coverage of the tumor. This can
be represented by a quadratic function with a single minimum
as we showed in [7]. The objective of our method is then to
automatically find an optimal pair IS S opt(PS opt, vS opt) leading
to an optimal trajectory TS opt to reach the target (here S stands
for static). In this paper, we do not address the tracking or the
control of the needle during the insertion.

An obstacle is defined as an anatomical structure which
should not be crossed by the trajectory of the needle. We define
strict constraints as rules that a trajectory must absolutely sat-
isfy: obstacle avoidance, maximal length allowed for the path.
When used for the planning of thermal ablation, ensuring a
complete coverage of the tumor and safety margin by the re-
sulting effect is also a strict constraint. A feasible trajectory is
a safe trajectory which goes from an insertion point on the skin
to the lesion volume and satisfies all the strict constraints. Fea-
sible insertion settings are a pair (P, v) that leads to a feasible
trajectory.

We define soft constraints as rules to optimize at best: keep-
ing the trajectory as far as possible from the risky anatomi-
cal structures, and minimizing the insertion depth. When used
for the planning of thermal ablation, an extra soft constraint is
added: minimizing the damage to healthy cells. Each soft con-
straint c is associated with a cost function fc : R5

→ [0, 1]
which expresses the corresponding constraint as a numerical
value to minimize. An optimal trajectory is the feasible trajec-

tory which minimizes an objective function f : R5
→ [0, 1] rep-

resenting a compromise between all soft constraints. To each
fc is assigned a weighting factor wc describing the importance
given to constraint c with respect to the others. Then f is ex-
pressed by the weighted sum:

f =

∑n
c=1 wc. fc∑n

c=1 wc
(1)

As an example, in this work, where we tested our algo-
rithms on the planning of thermal ablation, f is composed of
a weighted sum of three cost functions f1 to f3 corresponding
respectively to the following soft constraints:

1. maximize the distance between the path and the vessels

2. maximize the distance between the path and the ribs

3. minimize the volume of ablation to preserve a maximum
of healthy tissue while ensuring a complete coverage of
the tumor by the resulting effect

When the constraint expresses a maximization problem, we
formulate the function such that the problem is translated into
a minimization problem. The method described in this paper
could be applied to any other choice of soft constraints. For fur-
ther details on the cost functions of the above soft constraints,
we refer the reader to [7].

The weighting factors are set after discussion with medical
experts, and it is possible to change them interactively in the
software. For any trajectory T , the value of f (T ) expresses the
quality of T : a lower f (T ) means a better quality of T . Note that
in [18] Seitel et al. have used a different method based on the
computation of the Pareto front which is an interesting alterna-
tive to the use of weighting factors which does not favor some
constraints relatively to the others. Another recent Pareto-based
optimization method for RFA has been presented by Schumann
et al. [33]. Since their planning simulates heat distribution in-
side necrosis, they compute only a small number of well chosen
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Pareto-optima paths in order to keep the computational costs in
practical range. However, we chose to offer the surgeons the
possibility to set the relative importance of the different rules
based on their preferences and experience.

The purpose of our method is to automatically find xS opt
and vS opt such that the resulting trajectory TS opt is feasible and
f (xS opt, vS opt) is minimal. Our solver uses an optimization pro-
cess in three phases. Basically, phase 1 ensures the feasibility of
the trajectory and phase 3 minimizes f (xS opt, vS opt). The three
phases are described below.

1. Computation of the solution space. In this phase, the
strict constraints are solved to keep only the solution space
S containing all the feasible insertion settings IS (P, v)
leading to feasible trajectories. The solution space is
stored (and displayed) as an insertion zone I, which is a
subset of the surface of the skin representing the feasible
insertion points (intersections between the feasible trajec-
tories and the skin). An illustration of I is shown in Fig.2
(left).

2. Initialization of the optimization. In this phase, a rough
estimation of objective function f is performed on a dis-
cretization D of I (D ⊂ I). The result is shown as a
color map on I, where the points are colored using a gra-
dient from blue for the best point Pmin (with a minimal
evaluation of f ) to red for the worst point Pmax (with a
maximal evaluation of f ). Then, we extract m connected
components CCk from I, containing only insertion points
PCC ∈ I such that f (PCC) < f (Pmin) + ε1. Here ε1 is
a small threshold computed so that we obtain several (2-
5) small-sized connected components. In other words, we
choose the m most interesting areas of I. An illustration
of the color maps and the connected components is given
in Fig.2 (middle).

3. Optimization. In this last phase, we start with m ini-
tial candidates IS k in which points Pk are located at the
barycenter of each CCk. Then we apply a local optimiza-
tion algorithm (Nelder–Mead [34]) to refine x and v, in
order to obtain one optimal pair (xS optk , vS optk ) minimiz-
ing f per connected component k. Each pair represents
a locally optimal set of insertion settings IS S optk leading
to an optimal trajectory TS optk . An example of an optimal
IS S optk is shown in Fig.2 (right). If only the best trajectory
of all is requested, we keep the one minimizing f as TS opt.
Let us recall that in this static case, a trajectory is straight
and is assumed to follow exactly the initial direction.

The optimization algorithm for deformable environments
that we propose in the next section constitues a fourth
phase in the process, represented by the green part of the
pipeline in Fig.2. It is a variant of phase 3 described above,
and is performed after the three phases in static conditions
are achieved.

4.2. Trajectory planning in deformable environment
4.2.1. Planning requirements

Planning in static conditions has some limitations when us-
ing flexible needles. It is based on the analysis of preoperative
images with the assumption that the rigid needle will follow a
straight path to the target, and the soft tissues will not deform.
However, the flexible needle bends during the insertion and fol-
lows a curved path, and the insertion causes the tissues to de-
form as well. Our approach in dynamic conditions anticipates
the deformations by making biomechanical simulations of the
insertion process, and injecting this valuable information into
the optimization phase of the solver to perform a more realistic
planning.

To estimate the deformations, an efficient biomechanical
simulation module has been developed using the Sofa plat-
form [35]. It is described in Sections 4.3 and 4.4.

Optimization algorithms usually require a large number of
iterations to converge. A single simulation of the insertion pro-
cess in a deformable environment requires a few seconds in our
simulation module. To include estimations of deformations in
the planning, a simulation has to be performed at each iteration
of the optimization. Therefore, the choice of a classic optimiza-
tion algorithm would not allow for an overall process to be per-
formed in a reasonable time compatible with clinical routine.
We have designed a dedicated optimization algorithm capable
of converging in a relatively low number of iterations to reduce
the optimization global time as much as possible.

Our search algorithm is called Haystack (inspired from the
well-known ”needle in a haystack” problem used to refer to
something that is difficult to locate in a large space) and is de-
scribed in the following section and Algorithm 1. The principle
is to guide the new propositions of insertion settings at each
iteration by tracking the movement of the target.

4.2.2. Haystack algorithm
Haystack algorithm starts after an initial optimization in a

static environment ES ( as illustrated by the bounding lime rect-
angle in Fig. 4). Thanks to our previous approach, a first op-
timization is performed using the three phases 1, 2 and 3 de-
scribed in Section 4.1, and optimal xS opt and vS opt leading to
an optimal theoretical straight trajectory TS opt are calculated
for the geometrical model GS which is a surface mesh model
reconstructed from the segmented images of the patient. How-
ever, in a deformable environment ED, using xS opt and vS opt as
insertion settings would lead to the deformation of GS into a
deformed geometry GD and to a deformed trajectory TD which
could be curved and either miss the target or hit an obstacle.

The inputs of Haystack algorithm are x0 = xS opt and v0 =

vS opt, and the initial geometry GS used as an initial model in
the simulation module. At each iteration i, new candidate xi
and vi are sent by the solver to the simulation module which
computes the needle and tissue motions. The simulation mod-
ule sends back the corresponding deformed anatomy GDi and
curved trajectory TDi. The principle is to iteratively modify xi
and vi by following the target movement until converging to
xDopt and vDopt resulting in a deformed trajectory TDopt opti-
mizing the soft constraints within ED while being part of the
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Algorithm 1: Haystack algorithm
Data: IS S opt(xS opt, vS opt): Optimal insertion settings in static environment ES

GS : Initial 3D geometry of patient’s anatomy
Result: IS Dopt(xDopt, vDopt): Optimal insertion settings in deformable environment ED

(TD,GD,CD)← simulation(xS opt, vS opt);
dist ← compute distance(TD,CD);
p← 1;
i← 0;
while ( (i < itermax) and (tipTD

< targetGD
) ) do

(xTr, vRot)← compute displacements(xi, vi, p);
(TDi1 ,GDi1 ,CDi1 )← simulation(xTr, vi);
(TDi2 ,GDi2 ,CDi2 )← simulation(xi, vRot);
dist1 = distance min(TDi1 ,CDi1 );
dist2 = distance min(TDi2 ,CDi2 );
if ( (dist1 < dist) or (dist2 < dist) ) then

(xi, vi)← keep candidate with min dist((xTr, vi), (xi, vRot));
dist ← min distance(dist1, dist2);

else
p← modi f y p(TDi1 ,TDi2 );

i← i + 1;
p← 0.1;
eval← evaluate(TS ,GS );
while ( (i < itermax) and (evalbest − eval < ε2) ) do

(xTr, vRot)← compute displacements(xi, vi, p);
(TDi1 ,GDi1 ,CDi1 )← simulation(xTr, vi);
(TDi2 ,GDi2 ,CDi2 )← simulation(xi, vRot);
eval1 = evaluate(TDi1 ,GDi1 );
eval2 = evaluate(TDi2 ,GDi2 );
if ( (eval1 < eval) or (eval2 < eval) ) then

(xi, vi)← keep candidate with min eval((xTr, vi), (xi, vRot));
eval← min evaluation(eval1, eval2);

else
p← modi f y p(TDi1 ,TDi2 );

i← i + 1;
(xDopt, vDopt)← (xi, vi)

feasible deformed paths. So, at each iteration the objective
function f needs to be evaluated for the curved trajectory TDi
on the deformed anatomy GDi and the strict constraints need to
be checked. Fig. 8 illustrates a deformed model GDi superim-
posed on an initial static model GS , and Fig. 3c shows a typical
deformed trajectory.

When receiving a deformed model GDi, the Haystack algo-
rithm proposes the next candidates depending on the situation:

1. Target tracking phase: if TDi could not reach the target
(Fig. 3a), then the objective is to reach it; in this case, we
iterate over translations of the insertion point or rotations
of the insertion direction according to the distance or an-
gle between TDi and the target in the deformed model to
compensate the movement, until the target is reached.

2. Refinement phase: when TDi could reach the target

(Fig. 3b), then the objective is to optimize the soft con-
straints; in this case, we iterate over small translations
of the insertion point or rotations of the insertion direc-
tion in order to stay within the target while optimizing the
soft constraints in the deformed model. We stop when the
improvement of the evaluation falls under a threshold ε2,
i.e. f (TDi−1) − f (TDi) < ε2 or the number of simulations
reached a maximum itermax. Then TDi is considered as the
optimal trajectory TDopt.

It can happen that TDi does not satisfy the strict constraints,
i.e. is not a feasible deformed trajectory. For instance, TDi may
hit a vessel. In this case, TDi is discarded by adding a penalty
to f (TDi) and the iterations continue. This is done within the
evaluate function of the algorithm.

The interest of distinguishing these two phases is to re-
duce the number of iterations as much as possible by allowing
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(a) deformed trajectory missed the de-
formed target (in wireframe).

(b) deformed trajectory reached the
deformed target (in wireframe).

(c) a typical deformed trajectory.

Figure 3. Illustration of different scenarios after needle bending. The red cylin-
der represents the theoretical straight trajectory; the dotted path represents the
deformed trajectory. The gray shape represents the initial position of the tar-
get, and the shape in wireframe represents the position of the target after the
simulation.

to reach the target faster before refining precisely the trajec-
tory. However, in both phases we consider two possible ways
of moving — translations or rotations — because depending
on the configuration of the surrounding anatomical structures,
they can converge and/or be evaluated differently. At new at-
tempt i + 1, the Haystack algorithm proposes two new candi-
date pairs (xTr, vi) and (xi, vRot) corresponding respectively to
a translation and a rotation of the previously proposed solu-
tion (xi, vi), and leading respectively to deformed geometries
GDi1 and GDi2 and curved trajectories TDi1 and TDi2 (as illus-
trated in Fig.5). These propositions are issued thanks to func-
tion compute displacements:

• Insertion point PTr represented by the vector of coordi-
nates xTr is computed with the following formula:

xTr = xi + p(xCDi
− xEDi

)

where CDi of coordinates xCDi
is the center of the target;

EDi of coordinates xEDi
is the point of the deformed trajec-

tory TDi which is the closest to CDi; p is a parameter al-
lowing a progressive movement towards the target. Fig.5b
illustrates this case and the proposition of a new candidate
insertion point PTr.

• vRot is computed similarly. If we denote θ the oriented
angle between points ̂EDiPiCDi, then we can obtain vRot
by rotating vi by angle θ weighted by p for a progressive
movement. Fig.5c illustrates this case and the proposition
of a new candidate insertion direction vRot.

Factor p is chosen according to the phase of convergence.
If we are at the target tracking phase (1), p is initialized to 1,
whereas when in refinement phase (2) p is initialized to 0.1.
Whatever the phase, due to the inhomogeneity of the tissues,
we can not ensure that translating the insertion point by a vec-
tor ~v or rotating the insertion direction by an angle θ will lead
to a placement of the tip of the deformed needle at the exact
expected position. This is why, in the case where using the pro-
posed translation or rotation does not lead to any improvement,
we propose more attempts within a search range δ around the
theoretical movement by modifying p until an improvement is
found. If no improvement is found within δ, we extend δ to ex-
plore a larger solution space. This modification is represented
by function modify p in Algorithm 1.

The planning software and simulation module were designed
to work separately and communicate using the Boost serializa-
tion library [36], as shown in Fig. 4. This figure illustrates the
process of proposing new candidate insertion points and direc-
tions, simulating the insertions of the needle and the deforma-
tions of the anatomical model using the proposed candidates,
and looping according to the quality of the resulting deformed
trajectory. In the following section, we explain in detail the
methods involved in the simulation unit.

Figure 4. Communication pipeline between the planning and simulation units.

4.3. Soft tissue and flexible needle models

Both the tissues and the needle are regarded as dynamic
deformable objects which are subjects to numerical modeling
based on finite element method. Mathematically, a dynamic
system is represented by

Mq̈ = f(q, q̇) + H>λ (2)

where q̈,q, q̇, f are respectively the acceleration, position, ve-
locity and force vectors and M stands for the mass matrix.
Since a constrained dynamics is considered as explained be-
low, vector λ stands for Lagrange multipliers (representing the
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(c) a new direction vRot is proposed based on angle
θ ( ̂EDPS CD).

Figure 5. Illustration of the new propositions of: (b) insertion point PTr , and (c) direction vRot in the neighborhood of the previous candidate PS opt and vS opt leading
to TS opt (blue line), in case the deformed trajectory TD (red line) would not reach the target in the deformed model GD (see (a)). On the three images, the blue
shapes are the target in the initial model GS , and the red shapes are the target in the deformed model GD. The red dotted lines in (b) and (c) are the deformed
trajectories TDi1

and TDi2
issued by the two propositions.

unknown response forces) and HT provides the direction of the
constraints. It should be emphasized that in this section (unlike
the previous ones), by constraint we mean a physical coupling
between two deformable objects (e. g. tissue and needle) which
is a mathematical representation of mechanical interactions.

The temporal integration is based on the implicit backward
Euler scheme [37]:

q̇t+h
= q̇t

+ hq̈t+h (3)
qt+h

= qt
+ hq̇t+h (4)

where acceleration q̈t+h is computed as the solution of a non-
linear system

Mq̈t+h
= f(qt+h, q̇t+h) + HTλ. (5)

In Eq. 5, f is most generally a non-linear function that rep-
resents the sum of internal and external forces (nevertheless,
the forces applied due to mechanical interactions are not in-
cluded in f). Therefore, the first order approximation (a single
linearization per time step) is applied based on Taylor series
expansion:

f(qt+h, q̇t+h) ≈ f(qt, q̇t) + K(qt+h
− qt) + B(q̇t+h

− q̇t) (6)

where K is the stiffness matrix and B the damping matrix.
In both tissue and needle, the computation of the stiffness

matrix is based on a corotational FE formulation which allows
for large displacements [38]. In the case of the tissue, the global
stiffness matrix Kt is assembled from local element stiffness
matrices Kte:

Kte = R>te{
∫

Vte

C>teDteCtedV}Rte (7)

where for each tissue element te: Cte is the strain-displacement
matrix, Dte is the stress-strain matrix and Rte is a rotation matrix

derived in the co-rotational formulation. While both Bte and Dte
are constant during the simulation, Rte must be updated in each
step. In our simulations, the domain of tissues is discretized
with a mesh composed of P1 tetrahedral elements, each hav-
ing four nodes with three degrees of freedom (DoF). Therefore,
Kte is a 12×12 matrix organized in 3×3 blocks. Further details
about the computation of each component can be found in [39].

Similarly, the needle stiffness matrix Kn is assembled from
local matrices Kne:

Kne = R>ne{

∫
Vne

C>neDneCnedV}Rne (8)

where Rne, Cne and Dne are respectively rotational, strain-
displacement and stress-strain matrices computed for each nee-
dle element ne. The needle model is based on Timoshenko
beam formulation which accounts for positional as well as ro-
tational degrees of freedom. Therefore, each needle element is
composed of two nodes, each having 6 DoFs. Thus, Kne is a
12×12 matrix composed of two 6×6 blocks located on the main
diagonal.

Finally, for both needle and tissue, the damping matrix B
in Eq. 6 is approximated using Rayleigh damping computed
as B = rMM + rKK where rM and rK are Rayleigh mass and
Rayleigh stiffness coefficients.

Substituting (3) and (6) into (5) provides the final linearized
system:(

M − hB − h2K
)︸               ︷︷               ︸

A

dq̇ = hf(qt, q̇t) + h2Kq̇t︸                ︷︷                ︸
b

+HTλ (9)

where dq̇ = hq̈ = q̇t+h
− q̇t.

4.4. Needle–Tissue Interaction
Two different types of constraints must be considered for cor-

rect modeling of needle–tissue interaction [40] as the needle is
8
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inserted from the outside of the tissue towards its interior. First,
before entering the tissue, the needle tip is in contact with the
surface of the tissue. Mathematically, this interaction is repre-
sented by a unilateral constraint Ψ(qn,qt) ≥ 0. As soon as the
needle enters the tissue, bilateral sliding constraints are created
along the trajectory of the needle: Φ(qn,qt) = 0. Both Ψ and Φ

depend on actual positions of both needle and tissue nodes (qn
and qt, respectively) and can be non-linear, e. g. when friction
is considered. Moreover, they depend on additional parameters
such as coefficient of friction and force thresholds needed to
puncture the tissue surface and to advance the needle inside the
tissue.

To impose these constraints to the behavior of both needle
and tissue, we use Lagrange multipliers and a single lineariza-
tion per time step. A new value of the multipliers needs λ is
to be computed during each simulation step. However, for in-
teraction including deformations, there is often a temporal co-
herency on the multipliers values. Thus, we can provide an
estimate λ̃ at the beginning of each time step and compute a
correction ∆λ so that λ = λ̃ + ∆λ. For both interacting compo-
nents, Eq. 9 is then replaced by:

Atdq̇t = bt + HT
t (λ̃ + ∆λ)

Andq̇n = bn + HT
n (λ̃ + ∆λ)

(10)

where

Ht = [
δΦ

δqt
;
δΨ

δqt
] Hn = [

δΦ

δqn
;
δΨ

δqn
]. (11)

Given the equations above, the behavior of the constrained sys-
tem composed of the tissue and needle is modelled in three
steps:

Step 1, predictive motion: interacting objects are solved in-
dependently while setting ∆λ = 0 (i.e. λ̃ = λt). We obtain
what we call a predictive motion dq̇p

t and dq̇p
n for each

object. After the integration, we obtain qp
t and qp

n. In this
step, each object is solved independently using a dedicated
solver which assembles the system matrices At and An and
computes their factorizations.

Step 2, constraint solving: the constraint laws Φ and Ψ are
linearized as follows:[

Φ(qt+h
t ,qt+h

n )
Ψ(qt+h

t ,qt+h
n )

]
︸            ︷︷            ︸

δt+h

=

[
Φ(qp

t ,q
p
n)

Ψ(qp
t ,q

p
n)

]
︸       ︷︷       ︸

δp

+hHtdq̇c
t + hHndq̇c

n (12)

With dq̇c
t and dq̇c

n being the unknown corrective motions
when solving Eq. 10 with bt = bn = λ̃ = 0. By gathering
equations 10 and 12, we have:

δt+h
= δp

+ h
[
HtA

−1
t HT

t + HnA−1
n HT

n

]︸                            ︷︷                            ︸
W

∆λ (13)

We obtain the value of ∆λ using a projected Gauss-Seidel
algorithm that iteratively checks and projects the various

constraint laws contained in Φ and Ψ (see [29]). During
needle insertion, three main types of constraints are de-
fined: first, a surface puncture constraint is used to penal-
ize insertion through the surface (membrane) of the organ.
The constraint allows for emulation of a membrane which
is an anatomical feature of several abdominal organs, and
is parametrized by a puncture force which is needed to
penetrate the surface. Second, a needle tip constraint is
defined in the tip of the needle as soon as it penetrates
into the tissue. The constraint is parametrized by a cut-
ting force which must be applied as long as the needle tip
is creating a new path inside the tissue. Finally, needle
shaft constraints are defined along the axis of the shaft.
These constraints guarantee that the shaft is following the
trajectory created by the advancing needle tip. They are
parametrized by friction force which is needed in order to
overcome a static friction between the needle and the sur-
rounding tissue.

Step 3, corrective motion: when the value of ∆λ is available,
the corrective motion is computed as follows:

qt+h
t = qp

t + hdq̇c
t with dq̇c

t = A−1
t HT

t ∆λ

qt+h
n = qp

n + hdq̇c
n with dq̇c

n = A−1
n HT

n ∆λ
(14)

Although the Eq. 13 and 14 involve the inverses A−1
t and

A−1
n , which change at every time step because of the coro-

tational formulation, we do not calculate the inverses ex-
plicitly, but we perform a back-substitution for each con-
straint using the factors of At and An computed in the
predictive motion. Since this process is independent for
each constraint, it can be parallelized or accelerated using
CUDA as presented in [41].

5. Tests and Results

The tests described in this section have two main objectives.
The first one is to underline the importance of accounting for
deformations in a preoperative planning. The second one is to
assess the efficiency of the Haystack algorithm by comparing it
to two classical optimization methods.

5.1. Description of the Evaluation Scenario
Since a hepatic intervention is a good representative of a per-

cutaneous procedure, and the human liver is a complex highly-
deformable organ, the method has been evaluated on a set of
patient-specific geometry for patients undergoing hepatic tumor
radiofrequency ablation (RFA), which is a thermal ablation con-
sisting in inserting a needle into the tumor to destroy cancerous
cells by applying extreme heat from the needle tip. For this kind
of procedure, we used the strict and soft constraints defined in
Section 4.1. Let us note that the volume of the RFA, which
is delimited by the 60°C isotherm surface defining the lethal
temperature for the cells, can be either computed by methods
such as Pennes equation to simulate bioheat propagation like
in [42], or approximated by an ellipsoid. The simulation of bio-
heat propagation has the advantage of allowing to account for

9
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the presence of vessels in the vicinity of the tumor, that may
reduce the efficiency of the treatment, however, it is computa-
tionally expensive. In order to keep the time needed for the op-
timization in reasonable terms, we opted for the method based
on the approximated ellipsoid which defines the safety margin
as presented in [7].

To mimic the intervention scenario by the mechanical simu-
lation, we have created a simulation scene in SOFA composed
of four objects, as illustrated in Fig. 6:

Figure 6. Example of a simulation scene consisting of a deformable needle, the
abdominal wall, the rib cage, the liver, the vessels and the target (in green).

• Deformable needle modeled with Timoshenko beams (see
section 4.3). In order to match the properties of a real nee-
dle, we set the needle diameter to 1.27 mm (approx. 18
gauge) and the Young’s modulus to 75 GPa and its length
to 17 cm.

• Abdominal wall modeled with linear FE method: only lo-
cal deformations in the vicinity of the needle entry were
modeled and the FE mesh was fixed by homogeneous
Dirichlet boundary conditions in a distance of approxi-
mately 10 cm from the entry point. In order to achieve
a reasonable amount of deformation, we set the Young’s
modulus of the wall to 5 kPa.

• Rib cage modeled only as a geometrical obstacles without
any mechanical function.

• Liver modeled with co-rotational FE method which ac-
counts for large deformations as described in section 4.3.
In this scenario, we supposed that the behavior of the or-
gan is simulated by a homogeneous isotropic model: the
Young’s modulus was set to 1 kPa. The value approxi-
mates the average moduli reported for healthy liver in the
literature [3]. As for the boundary conditions, the liver was
anchored in the space using homogeneous Dirichlet con-
ditions in the areas corresponding to the entry of important
vessels (hepatic and portal vein and the aorta) and location
of ligaments. In this evaluation, the surrounding organs
were not simulated.

• Vascularization and tumor modeled as geometrical ob-
jects. Nevertheless, unlike the rib cage, they were mapped

to the FE model of the liver parenchyma. Therefore, as
the liver model gets deformed, both vessels and the target
follow this deformation and therefore move.

In each step of the optimization, the needle is inserted from
the outside of the abdominal wall at a constant velocity of
4 cm/s. First, it penetrates the abdominal wall and then, the nee-
dle punctures the surface of the liver and continues penetrating
the parenchyma. The insertion is stopped when the maximal
insertion depth is achieved or the needle has hit and now exits
the target lesion.

5.2. Datasets and deformations amplitude
The simulation scene was instantiated with 12 different

datasets (referenced as DS1 to DS12) which were used for the
evaluation. The datasets were prepared based on four real pa-
tients models from the 3D-IRCADb database [43]. Each of
them consists of 3D triangular surface meshes of the abdominal
organs and the body contour generated from preoperative CT-
scans. The surface triangulations were used to generate volume
meshes composed of linear tetrahedral elements; the average
size of a mesh used for the abdominal wall and the liver was
25,000 and 15,000 elements, respectively.

For each patient model, we created three datasets by making
three versions of the tumor each having different size, form, and
position, in order to quantify the impact of the tumor attributes
on the planning. The 12 datasets we obtained are summarized
in Table 1.

Table 1. Description of the tumors properties in the 12 experimental datasets

Dataset Diameter Volume Close to Close to
(mm) (mm3) vessels skin

DS1 14 180 no yes
DS2 16 397 no no
DS3 16 397 yes no
DS4 14 198 no no
DS5 14 147 yes no
DS6 25 885 yes yes
DS7 18 335 no no
DS8 13 128 yes yes
DS9 17 525 yes yes

DS10 17 275 yes no
DS11 16 372 no no
DS12 13 218 yes yes

The average size of a tumor was 12×10×7 mm (typical tumor
diameters for RFA are inferior to 3.0 cm [44]). The details for
each variation are given in Table 1. Fig.8b shows how deep in
the vascular system the target can be located.

The planning on all datasets was performed on a PC with
Intel Core i7 running at 2.67 GHz and 8 GB RAM.

The Euclidean distance between the initial position C of the
tumor’s center of mass and its position CD after a simulation
reached up to 25 mm, while the Euclidean distance between the
needle tip’s planned position in static condition NS opt and its
simulated position ND reached up to 9 mm. This means that in
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the worst case the target would be missed by 16 mm according
to our simulation. Fig.7 shows the comparison between the dis-
placements of the needle’s tip and the tumor’s center in each
dataset. Fig.8a shows an example of amplitude of liver defor-
mation and target displacement.

Figure 7. Comparison between needle tip and tumor center displacements.

(a) liver, tumor, and needle. (b) liver, portal vein, and tumor.

Figure 8. Static (in gray) and deformed (colored) models superimposed on each
other. The needle causing the deformation is shown in the left part.

5.3. Overview of optimization methods and evaluation of effi-
ciency

To evaluate the performances of our algorithm, we experi-
mented (it) with two optimization techniques: an Exhaustive
search (EX), the Nelder-Mead Downhill method (DH), in ad-
dition to our proposed Haystack optimization technique (HST).
These three techniques were applied after an identical initial-
ization phase in static conditions using Nelder-Mead method
where TS opt is computed, so that their performances are com-
pared only for the deformable phase.

We have used the EX method in the following way. A first
simulation is performed with TS opt as an input. Then a search
range around the initial proposed trajectory TS opt is defined
based on the simulation. For the translations, ∆x = λ|xCD

− xC |

is defined. Similarly, an angle of λ.θ is used as maximum rota-
tions. Parameter λ has been experimentally set to 2, in order to
be sure to include the moved target within the range. At each it-
eration of the EX algorithm, x and v are modified by randomly
choosing values within the defined range, with a precision of
10−5mm for the coordinates of x and 10−5 degree for angles α
and β of direction v.

DH [34] is a derivative-free numerical method suitable to our
non-derivable optimization function, which has proven in pre-
vious works to be able to converge to a minimum of f [7].

HST algorithm is in some way inspired by DH, it can be con-
sidered as an adaptation of the latter by replacing the “blind
search” on the simplex vertices in DH by a “context-aware”
search by integrating information from the simulations feed-
back. The interest is, as we ensured all over this work, to reduce
as much as possible the number of simulations while preserving
an acceptable precision.

The results are summarized in Table 2, where we first present
the results of the initial static phase. For each dataset (column
1), we report the result of the initial deformed trajectory TD
computed from the simulation of insertion following IS S opt in
static condition, as one of: miss target / hit target / or hit ob-
stacle (column 2), and the value of cost function f (TD) in static
condition (column 3). It can be noticed that in case of missing
the target or hitting an obstacle, the evaluation is assigned its
worst value (= 1), while a value < 1 is computed in case when
the target has been already hit but the trajectory is not optimal.
We also report in the table the number of simulations (column
5) for each dataset using the three techniques with the corre-
sponding computation time (column 6). For EX method, the
number of simulations was limited to 1,000 for each dataset.
For the other two methods, the simulations were stopped when
the improvement of f fell under a threshold of 10−3. Finally,
we report the value of f (TDopt) in the deformable environment
(column 7). It can be also noticed that the values in this column
are all < 1, which means that all methods converged to a curved
path hitting the tumor for all datasets.

Fig. 9 shows the comparison of the performances of the three
methods in terms of required number of simulations needed
to converge, and Fig. 10 shows the comparison in terms of
the quality of the optimal trajectory reflected by the value of
f (TDopt) which had to be minimized in order to optimize the
soft constraints.

From Fig. 9, it can be noticed that HST method requires a
smaller number of simulations to converge than EX and DH,
while Fig. 10 illustrates that the obtained precision in HST is
close to the one in EX and 2 times better than DH in average.
The results are discussed in more detail in the next section.

6. Discussion

The results presented in the previous section highlight two
main points: accounting for deformations in the planning pro-
cess is essential, and the algorithm Haystack is efficient to
achieve this task. A dedicated iterative optimization algorithm
has been proposed for preoperative path planning in percu-
tanous procedures. The planning algorithm has been coupled
with a simulation engine for flexible needle insertion in soft tis-
sues. Tests were performed on 12 geometric patient-specific
models, and a comparison with two well-known optimization
methods has been done. The amplitude of the deformations
measured after the simulations shows that by performing a mere
static planning, the target could be missed by up to 16 mm. This
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Table 2. Comparison between the three optimization techniques in a deformable environement in terms of required number of simulations, computation time, and
cost function value.

Dataset Result of TD f (TD) [0, 1] Algorithm #Simulations Time s. f (TDopt) [0, 1]

DS1 Miss target 1
EX 1000 16908 0,12
DH 52 768 0,27
HST 21 381 0.09

DS2 Hit obstacle 1
EX 1000 15823 0,0860
DH 66 1345 0,33
HST 13 241 0,123

DS3 Hit target 0,62
EX 1000 18980 0,26
DH 77 1512 0,36
HST 25 241 0,18

DS4 Hit target 0,79
EX 1000 21473 0,094
DH 47 806 0,38
HST 21 384 0,221

DS5 Miss target 1
EX 1000 18262 0,13
DH 281 3018 0,22
HST 27 433 0,232

DS6 Miss target 1
EX 1000 22411 0,162
DH 347 4163 0,42
HST 31 493 0,191

DS7 Miss target 1
EX 1000 15331 0,15
DH 94 1618 0,57
HST 19 330 0.19

DS8 Hit target 0,42
EX 1000 12776 0,23
DH 156 2349 0,19
HST 21 346 0,11

DS9 Miss target 1
EX 1000 16864 0,18
DH 173 2672 0,23
HST 29 437 0,18

DS10 Miss target 1
EX 1000 23026 0,17
DH 41 387 0,23
HST 37 455 0,17

DS11 Hit obstacle 1
EX 1000 27885 0,14
DH 67 693 0,31
HST 15 284 0,172

DS12 Hit target 0,89
EX 1000 20751 0,12
DH 78 632 0,48
HST 17 310 0,164

Average
EX 1000 19208 0.15
DH 123 1664 0.33
HST 23 373 0.169

observation emphasizes the interest of a planning taking the de-
formable environment into account.

The proposed optimization algorithm Haystack has been
compared to two well known optimization methods. The results
show that the three optimization techniques are capable of con-
verging to some insertion settings leading to a feasible and op-
timal trajectory in a deformable environment, but the Haystack
algorithm is always the fastest, as it requires the smallest num-
ber of simulations to converge. Since the simulation of insertion
performed at each step of the optimization process is time con-
suming, this is an important feature of the proposed algorithm.

Although the proposed deformable approach is more time
consuming than a simple rigid planning, it remains computa-
tionally efficient with an average computation time of 373 s.
and an average of 23 simulations. This is significantly better
when compared to the DH method, which completed in an av-
erage of about 27 minutes: HST is more than 4 times faster than
DH in average.

Furthermore, HST algorithm converges to satisfying mini-
mum values of the cost function, i.e. close to EX values that
serve as a reference. The average value of f (TDopt) obtained
with HST (0.169) is quite comparable to the one obtained with
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Figure 9. Comparison of the number of simulations for the three methods: EX (orange), DH(blue), and HST (green).

Figure 10. Comparison of the values of f (TDopt) for the three methods: EX (orange), DH(blue), and HST (green).

EX (0.15), with only 1.9% of quality loss within the value range
[0, 1]. Comparatively, the average value of f (TDopt) obtained
with DH (0.33), is twice higher than HST with 18% of quality
loss within the same value range. This means that the quality of
the trajectory obtained with HST is much better than with DH.

In addition, the results show that even when TS opt can al-
ready hit the target (as in DS3, DS4, DS8, and DS12 datasets),
the optimizations in deformable environment can enhance the
quality of TD (compare column 3 and column 7), which is also
an interesting outcome.

In the current implementation, the simulation code used by
the planning algorithm relies on a geometrically non-linear con-
stitutive soft tissue model accounting for large deformations.
The interaction between the flexible needle and different tis-
sue layers is modeled using advanced constraints solved at each
step of the simulation. Although the accuracy of the simulation
has not been clinically validated yet, the method has been ver-
ified by a comparison with a commercial FE package [32]. In
this current work, the personalization of the model was lim-
ited to the geometry, while material parameters were based on
generic values taken from the literature. Nevertheless, it has
been shown previously that patient-specific parametrization of
such models is straightforward and additional advanced prop-
erties of tissues such as heterogeneity and anisotropy can be

added while keeping its performance [44, 34]. As a conse-
quence, updating the parameter choice or constitutive model
of the planning algorithm could improve the accuracy of the
planning without requiring any particular change in the method.
Obviously, the choice of model and parameters is problem-
dependent, and need to be carefully chosen, as in our recent
work for neurosurgery preoperative planning [45].

It is also important to keep in mind that any simulation
remains an approximation of the real world. The promis-
ing results presented in this article illustrate the feasibility of
biomechanically-inspired advanced planning, and could be fur-
ther applied to real-world problems when completed by an in-
traoperative guidance. Nonetheless, we believe that such an ad-
vanced planning offers the advantage to propose better insertion
settings than a simple planning in static conditions. By antici-
pating the deformations, it can reduce the need for manual ad-
justments usually required during the intraoperative guidance.

7. Conclusion

To conclude, this work shows that it is possible to include
information from soft tissue deformations and needle bend-
ing in the planning process for percutaneous interventions. A
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dedicated optimization algorithm named Haystack able to con-
verge quickly towards precise optimal insertion settings has
been introduced. Tests on 12 different datasets have shown
that Haystack algorithm converges in a reasonable time (less
than 7 minutes with our experimental setup) to a safe and effi-
cient curved trajectory that is close in precision to an exhaustive
method.

Further work should include experiments or analysis of data
acquired intraoperatively, and taking simulations of breathing
into consideration.
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